
Tuesday, January 23, 2018 



!  Cultivate a professional learning network; 

!  Share strategies, tools, and ideas for fostering positivity and 
optimism;  

!  Experience strategies to support a quality leadership-life fit; 

!  Gain insight from practicing principals regarding best 
practice in maximizing your role on the administrative team, 
addressing special education issues, and navigating difficult 
evaluations; 

!  Discuss pertinent legal issues; and 

!  Consult with colleagues regarding a leadership challenge. 



!  Resources: 
https://sai-iowa.site-ym.com/page/jan18apment 

!  Evaluation: http://bit.ly/APJan2318 

!  Mentoring Matters: 
http://www.sai-iowa.org/mentoring-and-
induction.cfm  



! Name 

! Building/District 

!             Celebration 



How do you foster 
positivity and optimism 
this time of year? 

Please post ideas and suggestions 
and upload tools and resources:

https://padlet.com/dschon/SAIAP18 
 





Mentee Mentor 



!  Process each other’s questions 

!  Confirm dates for monthly meetings and 
building visit/s through the end of the year 

!  What needs to be on the radar for this 
spring? 

!  What considerations will be important to 
keep in mind as you begin planning for next 
school year? 



Dana Schon, SAI 



!  To be proactive in our own well-
being 

!  To be a contribution 

!  To hold large containers for 
others 

!  To hold our space 







1. What makes you smile and/or brings you 
joy? 

2. What makes you crazy? What do you judge 
most harshly in others? 

3. How do you spend your time? What does 
your calendar look like? 

4. How do you spend your money? 





!  No right or wrong 

!  Sometimes (all the time) values compete 

!  Not all are 10’s, nor should they be 

!  It’s about being at choice– then you have congruence and 
integrity with yourself 





It’s the small changes that lead to 
significant impact.  

~Duhigg, The Power of Habit 







! Jeff Anderson, Ames  

 Maximizing your Role on the Administrative Team 

! Susie Meade, Winterset 

 Leading through the Special Education Lens 

! Rick Nickerson, Glenwood 

 Navigating Difficult Evaluations 





Matt Carver, SAI 





!  Leader who drove the farthest to be here 
chooses the first presenter.  

!  Timekeeper/facilitator will be the person to 
the left of the presenter 

!  Presenter shares an overview of the 
dilemma and poses his/her focus 
question. 

3 MINUTES 



!  Consultancy Group asks questions  
! Help presenter clarify and expand his/her 

thinking about the dilemma presented to the 
group. 

! Help presenter analyze the dilemma. 

2 MINUTES 



!  Consultancy Group talks with each other about the 
dilemma presented while the presenter listens and takes 
notes:  
!  What did we hear? 
!  What didn’t we hear that might be relevant? 
!  What assumptions seem to be operating? 
!  What questions does the dilemma raise for us? 
!  What do we think about the dilemma? 
!  What might we do or try if faced with a  similar 

dilemma? What have we done in similar 
situations? 

5 MINUTES 

 



!  Presenter reflects on what he/she heard and on 
what he/she is now thinking, sharing with the group 
anything that particularly resonated during the 
consultancy. 

5 MINUTES 

 

!  Rotate to next presenter. 



Upcoming learning opportunities: 
http://www.sai-iowa.org/events.cfm 
 
Mark your calendars for Conference 2018 
on August 7-8-9!! 
 
Evaluation: http://bit.ly/APJan2318 


